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SUPPOSE V c C” is a complex analytic surface, i.e. dim, V = 2 and o E V is an isolated 
singular point. Let SZnV1 (resp. Bz”) denote the sphere (resp. ball) of radius E around o. 
Then Milnor has shown that the “neighborhood boundary ” 
KS” Vn s;n-1 O<&<<l 
is a C” 3-manifold, independent of E and V n Bf” is the cone over K [7]. This paper was 
inspired by Peter Orlik’s proof [17] of Milnor’s conjecture that if V c C3 is defined by 
x”’ + y”’ + zn3 - 0 then n,(K) is infinite nilpotent if and only if 
‘+ i,kl. 
nl n2 n3 
The natural problem arises of finding all isolated singularities (up to analytic isomorphism 
near o such that n,(K) is nilpotent (resp. solvable)). In Sections 1 and 2 we classify the 3- 
manifolds K such that n,(K) is solvable and K arises from an isolated singularity. These 
manifolds can be constructed as the boundary of the 4-manifold obtained by plumbing 
according to the weighted graph I- associated to a resolution of the singularity. In Theorem 
1.19, the cases where lY is contractible and all vertices have “genus ” zero are described 
fully. If I- is contractible and some vertex has “genus ” greater than zero then by (1.6) and 
(1.20) I- has exactly one vertex and its “genus ” is one. Finally we prove (2.5) that if I- is 
not contractible then it is a simple closed loop and every vertex has “genus ” zero. Of course 
there is always the added restriction that the “ intersection matrix ” of r is negative definite. 
In Section 3 we study the analytic classification of singularities with a given manifold 
K (or graph r) as above such that q(K) is solvable. With a few exceptions we can completely 
classify all singularities with graph I?, provided I- is contractible. The results of this paper 
imply that up to homeomorphism the singularities of hypersurfaces with nl(K) infinite 
nilpotent are precisely Milnor’s examples above. These singularities are classified analytically 
in (3.5). 
Il. TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF SINGULARITIES 
We are interested in the general problem of finding all singularities with a certain 
fundamental group. As examples of results of this type we cite 
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THEOREM (Mumford [S]). nl(K) = (1) S+ K is homeomorphic to S3 o o E V is a simple 
point. 
THEOREM (Brieskorn [2]). Zfq(K,J is finite cyclic then K is a Zens space L(a, /I). Two 
singularities with finite cyclic fundamental group are analytically isomorphic tf and only tf 
there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the respective K’s, i.e. ;f u = CI’ and 
p = /I’ or pp’ E 1 mod a. 
The major tool for studying an isolated singularity is a resolution of the singularity. 
Definition 1.1. A complex analytic morphism 7t : P + V is said to be a resolution of 
the isolated singularity o E I’ if 
(1) B is non-singular 
(2) 71: is proper (i.e. 71-l (compact set) is compact) 
(3) n: maps P-n-‘(o) isomorphically onto V - (0). 
If rc is as above, then n-‘(o) = X1 u *** u X, where Xi is a complex irreducible curve. 
Definition 1.2. We say 71 is a good resolution if 
(4) X, is non-singular for all i 
(5) Xi meets Xj normally at, at most, one point 
(6) Xi n Xj n X, = @ if i, j, k are distinct. 
Zariski [13] has shown that a good resolution exists. If we let (Xi + Xi> denote the 
intersection umber of the compact curves Xi and Xi, then the intersection matrix ((X, * X,)) 
is negative definite [8]. In fact the curves Xi and the intersection matrix determine K as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Mumford [S]). There is a tubular neighborhood A of X = z-l(o) in 
p and a projection map z : A --f X such that K is dzxeomorphic to aA and a = ‘I 1 K has the 
property that it is a simplicial map and a-‘(x) is connected, VX E X. 
D&&ion 1.4. We associate to a good resolution n a weighted graph I, with weighted 
vertices si (n,, gt), i = 1,. . . , r where ni = - (Xi. X,)7 and g1 = genus Xi; si and sj are joined 
0 by a l-simplex if Xi n Xj # 0. A vertex of weight (n, g) is denoted by [g] and@will 
0 denote ]o] - 
For any weighted graph I we let Xi be a Riemann surface of genus gi and construct a 
compact four manifold with boundary Mr by “plumbing disk bundles Di over Xi of 
degree -nt , according to the graph I ” [5]. Then we let Kr = aM, . It is not hard to see 
that if z is a good resolution and K is as above then A is homeomorphic to Mr and K = K,* 
F, 51. 
Definition 1.5. The intersection matrix of a weighted graph is (aij) where 
aii = -Hi and aij = 
1 if .si is joined to sj 
0 otherwise , i#j. 
We say a weighted graph is negative defmite if its intersection matrix is negative definite. 
As we noted above I?, is negative definite. 
t Note the sign. The weight n, is defined in some papers to be +(X, *A’,). 
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The plumbing described above can be done complex analytically and if IY is negative 
definite then by a theorem of Grauert [3] the topological space M/X obtained by identifying 
the points of X = u Xi to one point, has an analytic structure. Hence K = K, is obtained 
from a complex analytic singularity as above if and only if I? is negative definite. 
In general, distinct graphs r and I’ can have K, homeomorphic to K,, . To eliminate 
most cases in which this happens, we require that I’ be minimal, i.e. there is no vertex si 
such that gi = 0, fli = 1 and .si s joined to at most two other vertices. There is always a good 
resolution 71 such that I, is minimal. This follows from Castelnuovo’s criterion (proven 
by Grauert in the analytic case [3]): Suppose W is a non-singular complex surface, X c W 
is a compact irreducible complex curve. Then X can be contracted to a simple point i.e. 
30 : W -+ W, such that d is a proper morphism, r~ 1 W - X is an isomorphism, o(X) is a 
point and W, is nonsingular o X is isomorphic to lP’k and (X * x) = - 1. 
We are now in a position to find some necessary (but not sufficient) conditions or@ 
for x,(K) to be solvable. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose o E V is an isolated singularity, 7~ : P + V is a good resolution 
of the singularity, X = n-‘(o) = U;= 1 Xi and K = V n Sfn-r. If z,(K) is solvable then 
either 
(1) genus (Xi) = 0, Vi and r, is contractible. 
(2) some Xi, say Xl, has genus 1, genus (Xi) = 0, i > 1 and I?, is contractible. 
(3) genus Xi = 0, Vi and q(r,) = E. 
Proof. The map P : K + X is a simplicial map such that U-‘(X) is connected for all 
x E X, hence 6* : zl(K) +q(X) is surjective. Thus n,(X) is solvable. But X has the homo- 
topy type of the wedge of X1 v * . . v X, with n circles where n = “ genus ” r = rank n,(r) 
(this is a free group). Thus rcr(X) = rcl(X,) * *a* * nr(X,) *,B * -:* * Z,. But Z * Z is not 
n-times 
solvable (A.3) hence this is solvable only in the above cases. 
Notation. We shall use {e,, . , . , e,,} (resp. (e,, . . . , e,), resp. (el, . . . , e,,)) to denote 
subgroup (resp. normal subgroup, resp. free group) generated by e,, . . . , e,. As usual 
G, * G, denotes free product of groups. 
To get more information about r, one must explicitly compute n,(K) in terms of I.. 
Recall [8] that if A is a tubular neighborhood of X = U;= 1 Xi then A = VI= 1 Ai where AI is a 
tubular neighborhood of Xi. Let bi: aAi -+ Xi be the projection map, let Dij = Xi n Aj a 
disk around the point Xi n Xj in Xi and let XT = Xi - uj D, where j ranges over all 
indices such that Xi n Xi # a. If we define Bi = a,F’(XF) then K = Ui= 1 Bi . The funda- 
mental group of Bi is easy to compute since Bi is a circle bundle over Xi*. By using Van 
Kampen’s theorem Mumford proved the following theorem. 
THnoREM 1.7 (Mumford. See [5] for Hirzebruch’s proof using Van Kampen’s theorem,) 
Let Yi E Xi” and let ei be the path obtained by going once around ai-’ in the positive 
direction. Assume l7 is contractible and g(Xi) = 0 for all i. Then n!(K) = The group generated 
by el, . . . , e, with relations 
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(Aij) : 
(BJ : 
e, ej = ej e, ifXinXj#@ 
n eiSij = 1 i=l,...,r 
where sij = (Xi * Xi). 
Note that (Xi * Xi) = 0 or 1 if i # j and (Xi * Xi) < 0. 
Terminology. We shall call ei the generator qf z,(K) corresponding to Xi. If si is the 
vertex of I-, corresponding to Xi then we shall say that e, is the generator qf x1(K) corre- 
sponding to ei . 
ANALOGUE 1.8. rf we are as above, r is contractible and g(Xi) = gi 2 0 then n,(K) 
is generated by e,, aij, bij, i = 1, . . . , r and j = I, . . . , gi with relations Ai, 
(B;) : fp,, ) bik] * JfI @s ’ = 1 
j=l 
CCil) : Caik , 4 = Cbi,, 4 = 1, k=l 9***3Si* 
Proof. The proof of this fact copies the proof of the theorem. 
The following lemma will be useful for computing the fundamenta! group n,(K). 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose we are as in 1.7, g(Xi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , s - 1, the vertices of r are 
+,i=l,..., r, &I is joined only to Ed, ~~isjoinedonlyto~~_~and~~+~fori=2,...,~-~. 
Then 
nl(K) = (e,-,, e,, . . . , e,)/(Aij;i,j>s-l;B,,i>s; 
e,=“let = 1) where 0 < B < a (a, P) = 1 




andfl=[n,_,, . . . . nJ (notation of A.8). 
Proof. The relation B, is e, -“‘e2 = 1 and Bi can be written ei_l = e,~+‘Ie~i. Substitute 
for e, in B, using B2 to get D, : e~“le;“L”Z+’ = 1. Let cli = [ni, . . . , nl] ‘and then D2 is 
eyeia2 = 1. Proceeding inductively suppose we have eliminated e,, . . . , ei-1 and we have 
D. - ey:_,ie;a’ = 1. Then substituting for e, in Di using Bi+ 1 we get ef:i’(ei_t12e~:i’)-“i = I f 
f%2ei+i -‘i+l = 1 which is Di+l. Finally wc get e.~~“;-Le~-2 = 1. One can easily check that 
this gives the desired result. 
Example 1.10. Suppose r is of the form 
Then n,(K) = Z, where a = [n,, . . . , n,.]. In fact K is the lens space L(a, p) where b = 
rn2, ..,,n,ll. 
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Definition 1.11. A vertex ~~ of r is said to be a center if either gi > 0 or gr = 0 and Ei 
is joined to at least three other vertices. We say r is star-shaped zjT is contractible and there 
is at most one center. 
DeJinition 1.12. If E is a vertex of r we define I- - (E) to be the weighted graph obtained 
from r by removing E and all edges joined to E. If E is the center of a star-shaped graph then 
the components of r - (E) are called the arms of I-. 
Example 1.13. Suppose r is star shaped, .zO is the center, L,, . . . , Lt are the arms of r, 
.q E Li is joined to .Q and Li is of the form where nil is the self inter- 
section of E . Then it is easy to see that 
@-..*3 
xl(K) = (ei , aj, bj 1 i = 0, . . . , t; j = 1, . . . , go)/ 
( 
[%, aj], Leo, b,l, jjI [a,, hl * eomno . fi ek9 &%-b', [%, '41 
k=l 
j=l,..., g,;i=O ,..., r 
) 
where 
cli = [I?zil, * *. 3 nirJ 
Pi = lni2 9 . . .9 nlrJ. 
Suppose go = 0. Clearly e, generates a normal subgroup and 
nI(K)/(e,) = Z,, * * * * * Zy/el * * * e, . 
This group (and hence n,(K)) is solvable if and only if t = 4 and a1 = a2 = olj = CQ = 2 or 
t = 3 and {a,, CQ, aJ} is a solvable triple (A.4) where solvable triple means 
CLi 2 2, ‘+‘+‘,1 
a1 a2 a3 
and {aI, a2, aJ} # (2, 3, 5). The solvable triples are (2, 3, 3}, (2, 3,4}, (2, 3, 6}, (2,4,4}, 
{2,2, n} where 2 I n urn, and {3,3, 3). 
Example 1.14. Suppose lY = 
@-(f . ..*....... EL 
Cl c2 E3 *“**... c r Crt1 . 
Then n,(K) is an extension of a finitely generated abelian group by Z2 * Z, and hence 
is solvable. 
Proof. Let H = {e2, . . . , e,} = {e2 , es} = {e,_ 1, e,}. Clearly H is abelian. We claim H 
is normal. Now e0 e2 e, ’ E H since e2 = eg . Also e, = oye,‘e; ’ = e$‘2-‘e; 1 and substitut- 
ing in e2 = e: we get e$ = e, = e~2-le;lep-le;l_ Using the fact that [e& e,] = 1 
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we get e~2-6e0e;‘eoe;’ = 1 and hence e0e3e0 -1 = ep4e;l = e$l”-2e-’ j E H. Thus 
conjugating by e0 and e;’ takes H into itself. By symmetry the same argument applies to 
er, e,+, and er+2. Hence H is normal. Finally note that G/H = Z, *Zz which is solvable. 
(1.15) Now suppose I’, is minimal, contractible and gi = 0, Vi. We shall prove that if 
q(K) is solvable then I, is one of the examples above. The main process which allows us 
to proceed inductively is to fix a center sO, let lY1, . . . , Tt be the components of I - (a,,), 
let Ei E Ii be the vertex connected to E,, and let Ki = Kri . Then by using Theorem 1.7, one 
can easily see that 
t 2 3. We would like to apply (A.l) to get information about n,(K,). For this we must know 
that ei # 1 E nr(KJ. 
LEMMA 1.16. Suppose r is a minimal, contractible negative dejinite weighted graph, 
gi = 0, Vi and e0 is a vertex of r. Assume n,(K)/(eo> is solvable, where e, is the generator of 
x,(K) corresponding to E,, . Then e0 # 1. 
Proof. We shall need the following. 
Remark 1.17. Suppose I’ is minimal. 
(1) If I? is a star with center s0 and n,(K,) is infinite, then e, has infinite order. Moreover 
if xn,(K,) is finite, then order e, 2 no. 
(2) If s0 is joined to .sl, then no + nI > 2. 
Proof. (1) If n,(K) is infinite, then by [9, $21 e, generates the center of n,(K) which is 
infinite cyclic. If r is a star, K,(K) is finite and n, = 2 it follows from [2, Satz 2.111 that 
n,(K)/(e,) is either a dihedral, tetrahedral or octahedral group and the map 
x1(K) -+ n,(K)/(ee> is not injective. If q, > 2, then it follows from the same theorem that 
the order of e, in H,(K) is greater than n, . Finally suppose I has no centers. If e, is an 
end vertex then by 1.13 e, generates z,(K). If e, is not an end vertex, there are two arms 
joined to e, of type (q, pl) and (aZ , PJ. By [9, Lemma 2b] we have order 
where A is 1.c.m. (a,, az) 2 2 and no is the weight of e, . If no > 2, then one can easily see 
that order e, > no. On the other hand if no = 2 and order e, = 1 and we let d = (a,, cc*) 
then fllaz + pZ a, + d = 2a,a,. But pi < cli - 1 hence plaz + & c(~ + d < 2a,a, - q - c(~ 
+ d and therefore 
But this is impossible hence order e, 2 2. 
Proof of lemma. If I has no centers, then nI(Kr) is finite by (1.13) and our result 
follows from the remark. Suppose that r is a star with center E and ~~ lies on one of the 
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arms. Then with the notation of (1.15) rc,(K)/(e) = n,(K,) * . * . * rc,(K,)/e, * * * e, , t 2 3. 
But ei generates rci(KJ, e, is a non-zero element of nl(Ki) for some i by the above and hence 
e, is non-zero in n,(K). On the other hand if E = Ed and n,(K) is infinite then e. has infinite 
order (1.17). If n,(K) is finite, then no > I [2, Satz 2.11 or see argument below] and hence 
by 1.17 we have our result. 
For the general case we proceed by induction on the number of vertices in I. We may 
assume I is not star shaped. If it,, > 1, then by (1.17.2) we can choose a center E # a0 such that 
no vertex joined to E has weight n equal to 1. Thus every component of IY - (E) is minimal. 
Let Ki and ei,i= l,..., t be as in (1.15). Then by induction ei # 1 and hence by (A.1) 
each n,(K,) is a subgroup of n,(K)/(e). But again e, # 1 in x,(KJ hence e, # 1 in 7c,(K). 
If no = 1 and there is a center not joined to so we can apply the above argument. Finally 
suppose no = 1, every center is joined to so and e. = 1. Then every component of YI - (so) 
is star-shaped and minimal and 
7c,(K) = n,(K)/(e,) = x,(K,) * * * * * 7-c1(K,)/e, * *. e, 
is solvable. But e, # 1 by induction and hence 3 < t _< 4 and 
(A.4) where mi = ord ei (=OO if ei = 1). NOW mi 2 ni by (1.17) and 
;+;+;+L<l 
fl4 
by the negative definiteness of I. This is a contradiction, hence e, # 1. 
Remark 1.18. The argument in the proposition also shows that if I is minimal and 
n,(K) is solvable, then no vertex has ni = 1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose r is negative definite and star shaped with center .zl joined to 
vertices eO, Ed, E3 . Assume moreover that .zo is joined to no other vertex, no = 1 and n1 > 2. 
Then e, = 1 ee, = 1 onl(Kr) = (1). 
Proof. We may assume no other vertex has ni = 1 (see 1.5). We have a relation e;‘e, = I 
in n,(Kr) hence e0 = 1 =e, = 1. Let I’ be the graph obtained from I by removing a0 
and changing the weight of s1 to n, - 1. Then n,(Kr,) = n,(Kr). Now I’ is minimal and 
n,(Kr) is cyclic. Hence by the proposition e, = 1 * n,(K,,) = (1). 
Remark. Brieskorn has shown that if I is minimal and negative definite and n,(K) 
is finite then I- is star shaped. Morever if n,(K) is finite abelian then it is cyclic and I’ is as in 
(1.10) [2]. 
THEOREM 1.19. Suppose r is a negative definite contractible graph and every vertex of r 
has genus 0. Then n,(Kj is solvable if and only if 
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2 
(b) I- = 2 .t10 2 
,I:;, 2 
2 
x-0 II, 2 
iii 2 2, Vi 
ni >2 for some i 
no 2 3 
(c) II is star-shaped I~Ytlr 3-arm of type (cxi, pi), i = 1, 2, 3 suclz that {a,, cx2, ci3} 
Pi 
01‘ (cl) I- =@--. . . . . -@ 17~ 2 2, Vi. 
ProoJ: Suppose q(K) is solvable and there is at most one center in IY. Then I- is star 
shaped and by (1.13) either (b), (c) or (d) holds. Suppose there are exactly two centers, say 
so and F,, and there is at least one other vertex on the path from so to q. Then I - (so) 
- (E,) = u rij u r. where IO is the path joining .zo and a, and the Iij, j = 1, . . , ri 2 2 
are the connected components joined to ei. Now with the notation of (1.15) we have 
nl(W<eo, el> = I-I*nl(Kij) * nl(Ko) ’ " e0, j ‘to 9 fi ;I, j ‘.fi 
ij An 1 1 > 
where qj is the vertex of Iij joined to q, and~fi is the vertex of IO joined to ei. Now nl(Ko) 
is a finite cyclic group and ,fi is a generator, i = 0, 1. Hence we may write the above group 
as an amalgamated free product 
F = (cl*nl(K,, j)/(i) eO, j)"):" ( jiJ~nl(Kl,j)/(ij e1.1)3 (1.19.1) 
where IZ = order nl(Ko) > 1. Now since a0 and si are the only centers n,(Kij) is cyclic 
generated by eij. By (A.2) and (A.l) the free product rt,(K,, j) * ni(K,, jj) maps injectively 
into F and hence y. = r, = 2 and rcl(Kij) = Z,, V&j. Hence IY is of type (a). Suppose that 
there are exactly two centers &o and e1 and they are joined. Let I - (ao) = Ur= 1 Ti where 
ai E Ii. Then rci(K)/(e,) = n,(K,) * . . * * n,(K,)/e, * *. e,. If r 2 4, then order ei < 2, Vi. 
If n,(K,) is infinite, it is torsion free [9, Corollary to Satz 51, hence n,(K,) is finite. It is easy 
to check that either rc,(K,) = Z, or e, is contained in a cyclic subgroup of order greater 
than 2 (1.13). The latter case is impossible by (A.5) and (A.l) while n,(K,) = Z, contradicts 
that fact that &i is a center. On the other hand if r I 3, we can assume, by applying the same 
argument to ai, that ~~ and E~ are both joined to 3 vertices. Now x,(K)/(e,) = Z,, * Z,, 
* hnnle;e2 e3 where n,(Ki) = Z,, and q = SE;. Solvability implies either s = 1 or s2 = CI~ = 
a3 = 2. In the former case there are two arms connected to Ed and one can check that we 
must have either c;( = 5 or CI 2 7 and hence c(~ = a3 = 2 (A.4). Applying the same argument 
to e1 we see that I is of type (a). 
Now consider the case when I has three or more centers. We may choose a center co 
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such that I- - (E,,) = UrEO ri where Ti has no centers for i > 0 and r 2 2. Let Ki = Kri . 
Tf To is not star shaped then by induction it is of type (a) and n, (K,) is torsion free. Applying 
(A.1) and (A.4) we get r = 2 and n,(K,) = n,(K,) = Z, Let E be the vertex of To joined to 
c,, . Using (1.14) we can easily construct an infinite cyclic subgroup C of n,(&) such that 
C n {e} = 0. But then applying (A.2) there is an injective map Z, * Z, * C -+ n,(K)/(e,) 
contradicting the solvability of n,(K). Hence To is star shaped. Now r has precisely three 
centers q,, e1 and Q, E,, is joined to E, and Ed is the center of To. Interchanging the roles of 
Ed and Ed we can prove as above that e2 is joined to E, . Let r - (q,) - (Q) = r, u U Tij i = 
0 or 2,j= I,..., ri, Kij = K,,, where the Tij are the connected components joined to Ei 
and &I E rI. Now we may write 7c1(K)/(eo, e2) as an amalgamated free product as in 
(1.19.1) with n = order e, in n,(K,). Thus r0 = r2 = 2 and q(Kij) = iZ2 . Let r - (el) = 
vi Ai i = 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . . r and Li = KAi where EWE Ai, i = 0, 2. Then n,(L,) = Zzni, 
i = 0, 2 and e, generates a subgroup of index 2. Hence by (A.4) n,(K)/(e,) is not solvable. 
This proves the theorem in one direction. The converse was proven in the examples above. 
Now that we have found those r satisfying (1.6.1) we go on to find all those satisfying 
(1.6.2). 
PROPOSITION 1.20. Suppose IT is a minimal contractible graph, one certex e, has genus 1 
and all other vertices are genus 0. if zl(KT) is solt’able, then I- has one rertex. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of vertices of r. Suppose I- has a 
center E # c0 Letting a = b = 1 in n,(K) {cf. 1.8), it follows as in (I. 18) that every vertex 
&i different from q, has n, > 1. Let I- - (E) = U;=, Ti and Ki = K,, where q, E To, r 2 2. 
Clearly n,(K,) is solvable, thus by induction K, has only one vertex. It is easy to compute 
z,(K,) and see that it is an extension of Z @ Z by Z and hence is a torsion free group. Thus 
n,(K) solvable implies r = 2 and order e, = order e2 = 2 (A.4). Now 
~l(K)/(eoy e> = ~lWd!(eo) * (WG) * n,Wd!e,ed 
which contains n,(K,,)/(e,) * Z, w (H @ E) * H2 as a subgroup. This is a contradiction 
since this group is not solvable. 
We may now assume that Q, is the only center of I-. Suppose the arms are of type 
(xi, /?<). i= 1, . . . . r. Then 
n,(K) = 
ia, b, e,, . . . , 4 
(eGnoel . . . erCay bl, [a, e,l, Cb, e,l, [ei, e,l, ei”’ e$> i= l,...,r. 
nlWi<eo 2 el 3 ...,e,_,)=(a,b([a,b]“r) s(, > 1 
which is not solvable by proposition (A.6). Hence r has only one vertex. 
52. NON-CONTRACTIBLE GRAPHS 
Recall that the third possibility arising in Proposition 1.6 was a graph r such that 
gi = 0 for all i and x1(r) = Z. The proof of Theorem 1.7 using Van Kampen’s theorem does 
not work in this case since at one step in the inductive process we get spaces with non- 
connected intersection. However a slight generalization of Van Kampen’s theorem will be 
sufficient for our purposes. 
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PROPOSITION 2. lt. Suppose A is a connected simplicial complex with connected subcom- 
plexes A, and A, such that A = A,, u A,, A, n AI = B, u B, where Bi is a connected sub- 
complex of AjVi, j and B, n B, = 0. Let cpij : n,(Bi) -+n,(AJ be the map induced by the 
inclusion. Then z,(A) is isomorphic to 
no * PI * Z(u)lG 
where G is the normal subgroup generated by the relations 
‘PO, o(b) = ‘PO i(b) 
‘PI, o(b) = u%,, ,(b)u 
‘y’b E no 
Vb E z,(B,). 
(Z(u) denotes the free group with generator u.) For want of a reference we have included a 
proof of this proposition in (A.1 1). 
Suppose zl(r) = Z and gi = 0 for all i. Choose a vertex co such that each component 
Ti, i=l, .*- s of lY-(.so) is contractible. There is precisely one component, say 
rl, such that two vertices of lYl are joined to co. Let Q, . . . , E, be the vertices of lY1 and 
G+1, . . . . E, the other vertices of r. Assume c1 and E, are joined to Ed. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. In the above situation n,(K) is isomorphic to the free group on 
eo, . . . . e,, zl with relations 
B, : ez, Oey. 1 a a . e,“~i-‘u-le ueso,‘+l... e”o,’ = 1 I r+1 f 
Bi:e;,O... eS’,‘=l f i # 1, r 
B . ue u - leSr, 1 . . . 
** 0 1 et 
sr, t = 1 
Ai,j : eiej = ejei if Ei is joined to Ej; (i, j) # (0, r) or (r, 0) 
A O,r: e,u-le,u = u-‘e,ue,. 
Proof. Following [5] we let A be a tubular neighborhood of X = Ui=, Xi. With the 
notation of (1.7) let Co = Ur= 1 Bi and C, = B, u Ui=r+I Bi. Now nl(Co) and n,(C,) can 
be computed using the classical Van Kampen’s theorem. Recall [5] that n,(B,) has generators 
{eij I j such that Xi n Xj z a} with relations [eii , eij] = 1 and e;fnslj= 1 eij = 1 (or equiva- 
lently eyl * * * ei: = 1). Now eij gets identified with eji if Xi n Xi # a, giving an element 
ei E n,(C,). One can check that n,(C,) is generated by e,, e,, t, e,, r, e,,,, . . . , e, with 
relations 
e. 
si, oesi, I e”‘, r si, r+ I . . . eS’, f - 1 
o,~ O,rer+l f - i = 0, r + 1, r + 2, . . . , 1 
[ei, ej] = 1 if Xi n Xj # @ 
Ceo, 1y e,] = 1 Leo,,, eel = 1. 
Now n,(C,) is generated by e,, o, e,, o, e,, . . . , e, with relations 
e,,oe,%‘... e;l.r= 1 
es,2.1 . . . es2, P = 1 r 
e 
r, 0 
ey8 1 ...ep,v= 1 
[ei, ej] = 1 ifX,nXj#@ 
Ce,,,, el] = 1 and [e,, o, e,] = 1. 
t I am indebted to Andreas Dress for helping me understand this proposition. 
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Now C, n C, consists of two tori T,, T, . We can choose a and b generators of Xi(Ti) such 
that if ‘pi, j : n,(Ti) -+ n,(Cj) is the map induced by the inclusion then 
‘Pi, &) = e0 cpl,l(4 = el,, 
(pl,o@) = eO,l cp,,l@) =el 
cp,,O(4 = e. CP,,~G~ = e,,, 
cp,,o~b) = eO,, qo,,l(b) = e,. 
This gives the desired result. 
Example 2.3, Suppose I? is minimal, negative definite, n,(I) = Z and I has no centers. 
Number the vertices co, . . . , E, so that Q is joined to Ei+i and E, is joined to ao. Then n,(Kr) 
is generated by e,, . . . , e,, u with relations 
(0) e;“Oe,u-‘e,u = 1 Ceo, 4 = 1 
(1) eOel -“tez = 1 Ce,, 4 = 1 
(i - 1) e,_ze~i-‘e, = 1 Ce,-,, e,l = 1 
(r) ue, u -‘e,_,e;“‘= 1 [e,, u-le,u] = 1. 
This group is generated by e,, e, and u. Let G = {e,, el}. Then clearly e2, . . . , e, E G 
and hence ue,u-’ E G. Conjugating relation (0) we get ue~elu-‘el = 1 and hence 
ue~nou-luelu-le, = 1. But ueg’%-’ = (ueou-‘)-no and therefore ue,u-l E G. Thus G is 
invariant under conjugation by u. Now {e,, ei} = {e,, er_,} and the same argument 
shows that G is invariant under conjugation by u- ‘. Hence G is a normal subgroup and 
z/G z Z. Therefore rc is solvable. Now G is the free abelian group generated by e, and e,. 
hence rr is determined by the action of u on G. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
where 
Moreover det A = 1. 
Proof. Claim ei = eze;, i = 2, . . . , r, where ti = Cni-1) . . . , n,a and si = 
-Cc1, . . . . nz]. This is clearly true for i = 2. Assume true for i - 1. Then ei = eFi-r’ezc\ 
and hence ti = ni_lti_, - ti-2, Si = ni-lsi-1 - Si-2. Therassertion follows by Lemma 
(A.8). Finally ueo u-l = e;‘,eT = e$+‘e:‘“. Moreover conjugating relation (0) we get 
ue~“Ou-luelu-le, = 1 and hence ueiu-r = (ueo u-‘)noe;l = e$sOeylt 1 where 
a,,, = -nor&, **a, a + IPG.+...,~ = +,,wG-,,...,a 
and ~=n,l[n, ,..., ~,]--[Pz~ ,..., nl]=rrnO,n, ,..., n,]. This gives the desired result. 
The assertion about the determinant is Lemma (A.10). If r = 2 and one of the vertices, 
say so, has no = 1 then n, 2 2 and n, 2 2 since I- is negative definite. Hence the expression 
above makes sense and the lemma holds in this case also. 
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Remark. 0 < clol < ql, 0 < --a,, < all, 0 5 ctoO < --c(~“, 0 I czoO < t1,,r, det I - A = 
2 - tloO - c(ll I 0. In fact det I - A < 0 for if we had equality then aI1 = zO, + 1 and 
therefore n, = 2 for all i. This contradicts the fact that I is negative definite. It follows 
from a theorem of Stallings [lo] that K is the torus bundle over S’ determined by the matrix 
A. The group n,(K) is nilpotent if and only if Z - A is a nilpotent linear transformation, 
therefore the above groups are sohable but not nilpotent. 
THEOREM (2.5). Suppose I- is a minimal, negative de$nite weighted graph such that every 
vertex has gi = 0 and rcl(r) = il. If n,(K,) is solvable then r has no centers and n,(K,) is as 
in (2.3). Moreover r is negative dejkite if and only if either 
(a) r has more than three vertices, n, 2 2, Vi and n, > 2 jbr some i 
or 
(b) r has three vertices and nlnZ n3 - n, - n2 - n3 > 2. 
Prooj: Assertions (a) and (b) are easily proven by diagonalizing the intersection matrix. 
Now let L be the loop in r. We claim that all the centers of I are on L. Suppose otherwise. 
Let se be a center not on L, r - (EJ = UfzO Ai where A0 is not contractible and s 2 2 and 
let Mi = K,, . Then by the inductive hypothesis rc,(M,) is as in example 2.3 and the element 
e E n,(lw,,) corresponding to the vertex joined to Ed is not the unit. But then 
7-GQ/(ee> = 75(&J * * * * * ~lW,YeYi *. *J, 
implies s = 2 and n,(M,) = rcr(MJ = E, . Dividing this group by the normal subgroup 
(e 1, . . . , e,) where sr, . . . , E, are the vertices of A,, we get h * Z, which is not solvable. There- 
fore we have our claim. 
Assume there are more than three vertices on L. If some vertex si on L has weight 
n, = 1 then it must be a center of I. If any vertex on L has weight ?ti = 1, label it se. If not, 
let E,, be any center on L. Then I - (se) = UfEo IYi where two vertices of I,, are joined to 
e, and t 2 1. Let Ki = Kri. Considering proposition 2.2 one can easily check that 
nl(K>/<eo> = 
7Q(K,) * n,(K,) * . . * * n1(K,) * h 
elu - le,ue,+, . . . e,,, 
where e1 and E, are the vertices of I0 joined to se and E,+~ is the vertex of Ii joined to Q, 
and u is the generator of Z. Clearly Ti is minima1 for all i 2 0. Now let 
G’ = ni(K)/<ee, ni(G), . . . , dK,)> = ~lWo) * H * ~lWIYel~-ler~e,+l. 
Then e, # 1 and e, # 1 by (1.16) and therefore, by the definition of free product, e,u-‘e,u 
has infinite order in rcn,(K,)*Z. Let H be the subgroup of x,(K,) generated by e,,,. Then H 
is a subgroup of 
H’ = z,(K,) * Z * H/e,u-‘e,.ue,+, 
since e,u-‘e,u has infinite order. Moreover G’ = li;l*n,(K,), hence H’ is a subgroup of 
G’. But order e,,, > 1 implies H’ is not solvable (A.6) and hence n,(K) is not solvable in 
this case. Finally consider the case when only three vertices, se, Ed, e2 lie on L. The above 
argument applies unless we can order the vertices so that s0 is the only center, n, = 1 and 
rzz = 2. In that case, with the notation above z,(K,) = (1) and hence t I 2. If t = 1, 
then 
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n,(K)= u-1 
(go, e2, e3 , u) 
( 
e21, = p-le-1 -1 * 0 2 e3 Ceo, eJ = 1 
ue,u-’ = e;‘e2 Leo, es] = 1 
e$eTa = 1 > 
This group is not solvable (A.7). The same proposition applies when t = 2. Therefore the 
proposition holds. 
93. ANALYTIC CLASSIFICATION 
We recall some definitions from the analytic theory of singularities [I, 21. (All singulari- 
ties are assumed to be normal, i.e. the local ring at u is integrally closed in its quotient field. 
All isolated singularities of a hypersurface are normal.) Suppose 7c : P + V is a minimal 
good resolution of a singularity 2) E V and z-‘(u) = vi= 1 Xi. The fundamental divisor 
Z, = Dzi Xi is the smallest positive divisor such that Xi . Z, I 0, i = 1, . . . , Y. A singularity 
is said to be rational if +(Z,’ + Z, * K) + 1 = 0, where K is the canonical divisor of P and 
Zi denotes (Z, . Z,). If Xi is a non-singular curve then +(Xz + Xi . K) + 1 is precisely 
the genus of Xi. This enables us to compute +(Zi + Z, . K) + 1 from the graph rn. 
One can easily show that if r, is one of the graphs appearing in (I .19) then ZJ is a rational 
singular point. 
Definition. A normal singular point c’ E V with weighted graph I is said to be taut if 
for any other normal singular point L” E V’ with graph I we have Oy, o E O,,, 01. 
It is an easy corollary of the computations in [ll, $41 that, with the notation of 1.19, 
the singularities of type (c) and (d) are taut. This had been proven earlier by Brieskorn in 
case (d) or in case (c) when the solvable triple {rl,, cz2, CQ) satisfies 
1 I - c--tLl. 
We shall show that most singularities with graphs of type (a) are also taut and that singulari- 
ties with graphs of type (b) and no > 3 have a one-parameter family of “moduli”. Consider 
type (a) and label the vertices as follows 
El % 
c> 2 2 Q 
&.....&3, c:‘: ) 
Recall [l, 21 that the multiplicity of a rational singularity is -Zg where Z, is the funda- 
mental divisor. If Z = xi= 1 ri Xi then -2’ = Cf= 1 ri(ni - 2) + 2. One can easily see that 
I 
4 if there is an index j 
-ZZ- such that nj = 3 and n, = 2, i f j. 
2 + C(ni - 2) otherwise 
PROPOSITION 3.1 Suppose r is the graph (*) above and either 
(a) 2 < XI= I (ni - 2) and r > 3 
or 
(b) 1 = xi= i(ni - 2) and the index i such that nj = 3 is not 1 or r, and r > 3 
or 
(c) r=2. 
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Then up to analytic isomorphism there is a unique singularity with graph r. 
Proof. Suppose u E V, U’ E V’ are singularities with graph l7, n : P + V, d : P’ --f V’ are 
minimal resolutions, X = rc-i(u) = u Xi, x’ = TI’-1 (0’) = u X,! where Xi and X,! corres- 
pond to the same vertex of lY. Grauert has shown that it is sufficient to prove that there exist 
consistent isomorphisms ‘pz : Oz --f cOzs for every pair of positive divisors Z = En, Xi and 
Z’ = Cni x;. 
Moreover it is sufficient to construct a sequence of divisors Z,, v = 1,2, . . . , and iso- 
morphisms ‘pzu such that Z,,, - Z, = Xi for some i and such that for every Z as above 
there is a v such that Z, > Z. We use two theorems of Tjurina [ll]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose qz : 0, w O,, and X,, . . . , X, inrersecf X0. If 
(Z + K) . X0 < k 
(Z + K) * Xi I 0 i=l , . . . , k 
then there is an isomorphism (pz+xO : QZ+Xo cz Ozr+xoj. 
THEOREMS. Suppose c~~:O,~~~,,X,.X,=X,.X,=...X,_,.X,=~ and(Z+K 
-X1 - . . . _ X,) * Xi = 0, i = 0, . . . , k. Then thereisanisomorphismcp,,,, : Oz+xo x@~~+~~~. 
Remark. If l? and l?’ are weighted graphs of rational singularities such that the under- 
lying graphs are the same and the weights satisfy ni s n; for all i then if we can prove the 
proposition for r, it will follow for r’ [l 1, $4, remark II]. 
First consider the case where 6, has n, > 2 and 6, is not a center. Then by the remark 
we may assume n, = 3 and n, = 2 for i # t. The following diagram indicates how we apply 
Theorems 1 and 2. The left-hand column indicates the use of Theorem 2 to get to the next 
step. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 *** 1 . . . 1 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 *** 1 . . . 1 
..,..,.............................................................................. 
1 1 1 1 1 2 *** 2 1 . . . 1 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T.2 1 1 1 1 1 2 *.* 2 ma.2 1 1 
1 1 I 1 1 2 *** 2 . . . 2 1 
1 1 1 1 2 2 *.. 2 . . . 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
k k k k 2k 2k .** 2k . . . 2k 
kfl k k+l k 2k 2k ..a 2k . . . 2k 
T.2 k+ 1 k k+ 1 k 2k+ 1 2k ... 2k 2k 2k + 1 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 2k+l 2k ..a 2k . . . 2k 2k+ 1 
k+lk+lk+lk+l2k+l .*.2k+l 2k 2k+l .I. 2k + 1 
k+l k+l k+l.k+l 2k+l ..* 2k+ 1 a*. 2k + 1 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 2k+2 ... 2k+2 *.a 2k + 1 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 2k+2 .a. 2k+2 *.. 2k -t 2 
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Now suppose ni = 2 for i # 1, f. Then we can assume either n, = 4 or n, = n, = 3. 
. . . 
1 1 1 1 I 1 . . . 1 
1 1 1 1 I 1 . . . 1 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 . . . 1 2 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-e. 2 
1 1 1 1 1 2 . . . 2 
1 1 1 1 2 2 . * . 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
k k k k 2k 2k -.- 2k 
k k k+l k 2k 2k .-a 2k 
k+l k+l k+l k 2k 2k -*a 2k 
T.2k+l k+l k+l k 2k 2k s-e 
(*) k + 1 k + 1 k + 1 k + 1 2k 2k .+a 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 2k 2k+ 1 ... 
k+l k+l k+l k+l 2k + 1 2kt 1 --a 












. . . 
2k 2k + 1 
2k 2k + 1 
2k + 1 2k + 1 
2k + 1 2k+ 1 
2Ck + 1) 2(k + 1) 
The (*) indicates then when n, = n, = 3 and k = 1 then we must use Theorem 2. It is easy 
to check the case r = 2 as above. 
(3.2) Now consider the graph 
I E2 
0 . 
If no > 3 then the corresponding singularity has multiplicity -2’ = n, . If no = 3 then the 
multiplicity is 4. Now suppose vi E Vi, i = 1, 2 are singularities with the same weighted 
graph I as above. Let rci : pi -+ Vi be the minimal good resolution and Xi = nCT1(uJ = UT= oXij 
where Xi, o corresponds to the center vertex. If o1 and u2 are analytically equivalent (i.e. 
there is an analytic isomorphism between a neighborhood of vi and a neighborhood of v2) 
then X1 is analytically isomorphic to X,. Let xij be the intersection point of Xi,o and Xi,. 
Two curves X, and X, as above are analytically isomorphic if and only if there is an analytic 
isomorphism cp : Xl, o -+ X,, ,, such that &~i, j) = x2, j for all j. NOW Xi o = P’k hence 
there is a unique map (P:X~,~-+X~,~ such that cp(X,,j)=X,,j,j= 1,2,3. Thus X1 is 
isomorphic to X, if and only if ‘p(x, , 4) = x2, 4. Hence the family of analytic isomorphism 
classes of curves of this type is parametrized by a triply punctured lF’& 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose vi, Vi, pi and Xi are as above, no > 3 and X, is analytically 
isomorphic to X, . Then v1 is analytically equivalent to v2 . 
ProoJ Suppose cp : Xl -+ X2 is an isomorphism. The chart below describes how 
Theorems 1 and 2 of [ll] are applied to get the isomorphisms ‘pz, extending q. 
Eo El E2 83 -54 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 1 
2 2 2 1 1 
2 2 2 2 1 
T.2 3 2 2 2 1 
3 2 2 2 2 
4 2 2 2 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...... 
2k k k k k 
2k k+l k+l k+l k+l 
2k+1 k+l k+l k+l k+l 
2(k+l) k+l k+l k-t-1 k+l 
If no = 3 then the above diagram applies, i.e. all obstructions can be made to vanish, 
except at the step where theorem 2 of [l I] is used. The results of Tjurina are not sufficient 
for this case or for the singularities missed by proposition 3.1. We hope to deal with these 
in a subsequent work. 
(3.4) We now consider singularities with graph 
These are elliptic singularities [12]. Let vi E Vi be such singular points, 7ci : vi -+ Vi the 
minimal resolution and Xi = rc;‘(vi). Then Xi is a curve of genus I and if vi is analytically 
equivalent o v2 then X1 is analytically isomorphic to X, . We shall see that the converse is true. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If Vi, Vi are as above with the same graph then v1 is analytically 
equivalent to v2 fund only if X1 is analytically isomorphic to X2 . Moreover such a singularity 
has multiplicity = maximum (2, no) and embedding dimension = maximum (3, no). 
ProoJ The first assertion is proven in [12, 6.21. In fact if Q : L -+ X1 is the normal 
bundle to X1 in v1 then there is a neighborhood U of X1 in v1 and a neighborhood U’ of the 
zero section in L and an analytic isomorphism t : U -+ U’ such that z 1 X1 is an isomorphism. 
Moreover note that if D = xi= 1 nipi is a divisor of degree n then D - np where p E X1, 
P = %Pl + - + * + nsps (addition on X1 as a group variety). Hence if L and L’ are line bundles 
of degree n there is an automorphism D of X1 such that a*L = L’ Thus we may assume 
V, = Spec(@n,o I(X,, Lo -“)) and L = S(n,p). If no = 1 then V, is isomorphic to 
{x*-4y3+g2yz4+g,z6=o}c@3 
where g2, g3 E @ and 4gi - 279: # 0. If no = 2, then V, is isomorphic to 
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where g2, g, E @ and 49: - 279: # 0. [12, 6.21. Hence the assertions above hold for 
Q, 5 2. Now suppose n, 2 3. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6, Suppose F is a complex line bundle on a variety X, let S = @i,o lY(X, F”) 
and m = @i,I T(X, FBi). [f I-(X, Fe”) is generated by sections of the form gilt . . . g: 
where Zij = n and gj E lY(X, F), ,for all n, then m”lm”+ ’ z T(X, F@“) for all n. 
Proof, In general m”c Oit,, !JX, F@“), but the hypothesis gives the other inclusion. 
Returning to the proof of the proposition we note that if X is a curve of genus 1 and F 
is a line bundle of degree n 2 3 then r(X, F) is the vector space of dimension n with basis 
(1, $3, go’, @f p@‘, . . ., &I”> if n=2k and (1, @, . . ., $I~, $I~-~@‘} if n = 2k + 1, where @ 
is a suitable translate of the Weierstrass p function and @’ = d@/dz. Hence if n, 2 3 
then L satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma. Therefore embedding dimension = dim 
m/m2 = dim T(X, L-‘) = degree L- ’ = Ito, by the Riemann-Roth theorem. Finally 
multiplicity = leading coefficient of the polynomial P(n) where P(n) = dim m”/m”+‘, 
n + 0. Again by Riemann-Roth this is just n, . 
Examples 3.7 Suppose v E V has graph 0 no . Then v is analytically equivalent to the 
PI 
singularity below. 
(I) if no = 3 : 
(2) ifn,=4: 
(3) if no = 5: 
(X2 “-4y3-g2yz2-g323=0}c@3 
( 





ZlZ2 - z(Jz4 = 0 
z,z,-4z:-g,z,z,-gg,z,z,=O CC5 
z~-4z1z3-gzzoz1-g3z~=o 
zizq - z2z3 = 0 1 
4gi - 27gz # 0 in each case. 
Note that the ideal of functions vanishing on V near o cannot be generated by fewer 
than five equations. As the embedding dimension increases, the number of equations needed 
increases much faster. 
We have not been able to classify analytically the singularities with non-contractible 
graph as yet. However we have some examples which show that they need not be taut. 
PROPOSITION (38). Let V,, n be the complex surface defined by 
z2 + x3y + x2y2 + ty” = 0 
where t # 0 and n 2 5. Then the graph of the singularity at 0 is 
4 
A 2 2 \ \ l’ 
‘. 
*-__e* /’ 
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where there are (n - 4) vertices. Two of these singularities V,, n and V,., n are isomorphic if 
and o&y ~y(t/t’)~ = 1. 
Proof. Let v E V be one of the singularities above and let n, : WI + V be the monoidal 
transform with center v. Then the exceptional curve is a double curve on WI. If we let 
x2: W, + WI be the normalization and a2 = x1 0 rc2 then a;‘(v) = U is a rational curve 
with ordinary double point. If we let u E U be that double point then W, - {u} is non- 
singular and u is a rational double point of type A,_, . More precisely, there is an open 
neighborhood of u in W, defined by 
z2 + x3 + x2 + tyn-4 = 0 
and the exceptional divisor is (y = 0). 
Let TC : p --f W, be the minimal resolution of u E W, and a = a2 0 71. Then a is a good 
resolution of v E V and rb is 
op\.o \ , \ /’ \ 
--__a /’ 
where there are (n - 4) vertices. Let D, be the proper transform of U. Then -0; = n,, . 
It is easy to check that the exceptional divisor Z relative to a is D, + D, + .*a + D,_, 
where the Di,i=l,..., n - 5 are the components of rc-‘(u). Now -Zz = multiplicity 
0, = 2 by [12, 2.71 hence no = 4. 
More examples (3.9). By [12, 6.31 
x2 + y3 - 3yz4 + yz5 + 2z6 - z7 = 0 
has graph or equivalently 
F. Hirzebruch has informed me that 
z2 - (x + y’)(x’ + y7) = 0 
has graph 
APPENDIX 
In this section we prove some facts about groups and continued fractions which we have 
been unable to find in the literature. 
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PROPOSITION A.1. Suppose Gi are groups, e, E Gi , Ci # 1 and G = G, * G, * GJe,e, e3. 
Then the G, are subgroups of G. Moreover if ni = order e, and Z,, = subgroup generated by 
ei then Z,, * Z,, * Z.,/e,eze3 is a subgroup of G. 
Proof. First note that if n, > 1 then the natural inclusion Z,, --, Z,, * Z,, * iZ,,/e,e, e3 
is injective. Moreover any amalgamated free product H,, * Hz contains each factor as a 
subgroup. Assume G, and G3 are generated by e, and e3 respectively. Then Gi * Z,, *h,J 
et+ e3 = G,, * (Z,, * Z,, * Z,,/e,e, e,) where H is the subgroup generated by e,. Hence the 
proposition holds in this case. Iterating this process we get the proposition in general. 
PROPOSITION A.2. Suppose Gi 3 Hi, ‘pi : H + Gi is an injection and H n Hi = (l), 
i = 1,2. Then the natural map 
H, * Hz -+ G,, * G, 
is an injection. 
ProoJ If a # b E Hi then a and b are in distinct cosets of H. Choose coset representa- 
tives Si = {a,i}j.J for Gi modulo H such that Hi c Si . Any element h in HI * Hz can be 
represented uniquely in the form h = x1 - - * x, where xj and Xj+l are in distinct groups for 
j= 1, . . . . r - 1. But it is well known [4, 17.211 that h determines a unique element of 
G lw * Gz in canonical form with respect o S, and Sz and hence the mapping is injective. 
PROPOSITION A.3. Suppose Gi # (l), i = 1, 2. Then G, * G, is solvable o Gi = Z, . 
Moreover if Gi # (l), i = 1,2, 3 then G, * G, * G, is not solvable. 
Proof. Suppose Gi is cyclic of order n, . Then the commutator subgroup of G1 * Gz is 
the free group on (nl - l)(nz - 1) generators. Hence n, = n, = 2. If Gi is an arbitrary 
group, the above implies that every element of Gi has order 2. Hence xyx-‘y-’ = (xy)” = 1 
and Gi is abelian. The proposition follows easily. 
PROPOSITION A.4. Suppose ei is a generator of Z,,,, , 1 < ni I CO, ri 2 1 is an integer and 
G = H,,,, * B,,,, * ZnJ,Je;le;2e~. Then G is solvable if and only if either ri = 1, Vi and 
{n,, n, , n3} is a solvable triple (1.13) or some ri, say r3 = 2, rl = r2 = 1, and ni = n2 = 2. 
Proof. Suppose ri = 1, Vi. Then G can be realized geometrically as follows. Let T be a 
triangle in one of the three standard planes with angles z/ni and define Go to be the group 
generated by reflections in the sides of T. Then G is the subgroup (of index 2) consisting of 
the orientation preserving maps in Go. If 
L,‘, ‘<l 
nl n2 n3 
then the plane is hyperbolic and G is therefore a discrete subgroup of SL(2, C). By [14] G 
is Zariski dense in SL(2, C). Now closure commutes with taking commutator subgroup 
[15, 2.41 hence if G were solvable then SL(2, C) would be solvable. Finally one can easily 
check that if 
J-,1,‘,, 
n, n2 n3 
then G is solvable unless (n,, n, , n3> = (2, 3,5> (in which case G = As = the icosahedral 
group) [161. 
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Suppose rl = r2 = 1 and r3 > 1. We claim that if (*) n2 = nJ and (n,, nz) = 1 then G is 
not solvable. Let G’ be the commutator subgroup of G. Then G is generated by e, and e3 
and G/G’ z Z,,,, generated by e3. Clearly G’ is the normal subgroup generated by e,, 
hence G’ is generated by xi = eiie;ie\, i = 1, . . . , n3 r3 . The xi satisfy the relations 
xl’=1 i=l 9 7 . . . . n2r3 and 
%%+r3 **’ Xi+(n3-l)rs = 1 i = 1, . . . . rs. 
One can check that these are the only relations satisfied by the xi [6, Theorem 4.81. Thus 6’ 
is the free product of (n, - l)r, copies of Z,,. This group is not solvable if n3 > 1 and 
r3 > 1. This proves the claim. 
Returning to the general case when rl = r2 = 1 and r3 > 1, consider the subgroup of 
G generated by e,, e, and ey. We see that {n,, n2, n3} is a solvable triple. If we consider 
the quotient of G obtained by setting e3 = 1 we find that either 
(a) (n,, nz) = 1 
or 
(b) (n,, n,) = 2 and r3 = 2. 
In case (a) we find that 
I 
{3>4] and n3 = 2 
in,, nz] = 129 3) n3 = 2,3,4 or 6 
or (2, n} nodd >3,n,=2. 
In case (b) we find that 
{nl, nz] = 
1 
(396) and n3 = 2 
or {2,2n], n odd, r3 = 2. 
Using (*) we see that the only possibility is n1 = It2 = r3 = 2. This group is solvable since 
{e$} is a normal subgroup and G/(ez) = Z, . 
Suppose r1 = 1, rz , r3 2 2. Considering the subgroup generated by e,, e, and e7 we 
see that n1 = n3 = 2, r2 = 2. Similarly r3 = n2 = 2. But then G/(ei) = Z4 * i2, which is 
not solvable. Finally r, 2 2, Vi is clearly impossible. 
COROLLARY AS. Let ai E i& , i = 1, . . . , s be a generator and G = n* &,Je;l . * * e:, 
s~4,ni>1,r,~1.IfGissolvablethens=4,ri=l,Viandni=2,Vi. 
PROPOSITION A.6. Suppose G is a group, cli # 1 E G, i = 1,2, II is a generator of i2 and 
H = G * Z/(a,m, u-l)“. Zf n > 1 then H is not solvable. 
Proof: Let al, . . . , a, be generators for G and let &(a,, . . . , q,,), i = 1, . . . , t be a basis 
for the relations. Let G,, = the normal subgroup of H generated by the image of G in H. 




0 - ((UiQIU-iUi+lCIZU-i-l)nI i Ezj’ 
By (A.2-4) this is not solvable. 
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PROPOSITION A.7. If 
(eo , e,, e2 9 u) 
u -1 elu -1 = p-le-l e2 0 1 Ileo, 4 = 1 
ue, u-l = eg’e, Leo, 4 = 1 
eS,e;” = 1 > 
vvheren,>2,0</3< a,(a,fl)=lor 
G= 
(e o , el, ez9 e3 , u) 
u-lelu = e~-le;‘e;‘e;’ Leo, ell = 1 
ue,u-’ = e;‘e, Leo, e21 = 1 
e. e2 82 -02 = 1 Ceo, e31 = 1 
83 -=3 e, e3 = 1 > 
no > 2, 0 < pi < ai, (ui, Bi) = 1, (a,, CC~) = 1 then G is not solvable. 
Proof. Consider the first case. Let Go = (e. , e,, e2). Then Go = {eo, e,, de2 uTi 1 i E Z}. 
The relations in Go can be computed using [6] and one can check that e. and ue2 u-l gen- 
erate a subgroup of Go isomorphic to Z * 7. The same argument works in the second 
case. The computations in this proof are rather tedious. It would be helpful to have a simple 
proof of the nonsolvability of these groups. 
DEFINITION A.8. Let q. = 1, ql(xl) = xl and qn(xlr . . . , x,) = xlq,_,(x2, . . . , xn) 
-qn-2(X3, ..*9 x,), n 2 2. We let [xi, . . . , x,] denote qn(xl, . . . , x,). 
LEMMA (A.9). Zfx, 2 1, xi 2 2, i = 2, . . . . n then 
I[x29 .‘. 9 X”J 1 








O<[x, ,..., x,n<[x, ,..., x,]and([Tx, ,..., xJ,[x2 ,..., x,)1=1. 
Proof. Obvious by induction. 
LEMMA (A.lO). [x,, . . ., x,‘J&, ..,, x,-J - [xl, . . . . x,_rlj[x2, . . . . x,J = 1. 
Proof. By induction. 
(A.1 1) Proof ofproposition 2.1. Let xi E Bi be a base point, let ho : [0, 1) + A, be a 
path from x0 to xl in A, and hl a path from xl to x0 in Ai. Choose ho so that h; ‘(A, 
- (A0 n A,)) is an interval. Let A; = A, u h,([O, 11) and B’ = B, u B, u h,([O, 11). 
Let u = hlho the loop in ~~(4, x0) represented by ho followed by hi. Applying Van Kampen’s 
theorem to A; we see that 
44;) = n,(4) * z(u) 
since A, n h,([O, 11) is contractible. Again by Van Kampen n,(B’) w nl(Bo) * TT,(B,). To 
be precise, the isomorphism 
72 
is defined by letting ~(1) = I for 1~ n,(B,, x0) and ~(1) = h;‘lh, for IE n,(B,, x1). Let 
4 O : nl(B’, x0) --f n,(A,-, , x,-J and 41 : xl@‘, x0) -+ n,(A;, x0) = n,(A,, x,,) * Z(u) be the inclu- 
sion maps. Then applying Van Kampen’s theorem to A = A, u A’, 
withthe subgroups &, ,u(n,(B’, x,,)) and &,u(z,(B’, x0)) amalgamated. Hence it is sufficient for 
US to express the 4ip in terms of the 4oij. Now ‘pO, ,(Z) = 1, ‘pl, O(Z) = h,‘Zh,, ‘pO, 1(1) = I 
and ql, 1(l) = h,lh;‘. Clearly &, p(Z) = 1 = ‘po, &) for 1 E ~,(B, , x,), &p(l) = h;‘lh, = 
CPI. CD) for 1 E M4, x1), A 14) = I= vo, 1(O for 1 E nl(Bov x0) and dw(O = &‘lho = 
u -lhlZh;‘u = uvl’pl ,(Z)u E n,(A;, x0) = n,(A,, x0) * Z(u), for 1 E n,(B,, x1). Thus we get 
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